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LINDSAY GOODWIN

A sense of urgency
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here’s no dawdling when painting alla prima.
Every wasted moment, and the paints are closer
to drying, locking the colors into place. For Lindsay
Goodwin, this way of painting guarantees her a certain
rhythm during her creative sessions, a rhythm that
informs her work and makes the process more exciting.
“I paint one piece at a time. And quickly. That time
compression adds some urgency to my work,” she says,
adding that her brushstrokes are also more focused and
strategic. “I tend to over-explain things in my life, but
never in my paintings. That time limit gives me more
confidence in my work, and I make every move count. It
also has that rhythm, and if I break the rhythm and the
paint dries, then the texture and manipulation are entirely
different. I just prefer the wet canvas. The way the paint
feels and the way the brushstrokes lie into each other. It’s
almost meditative, yet also mechanical in a way.”
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1
Glow on Copper,
oil on canvas, 12 x 9"
2
The China Hutch,
oil on canvas, 40 x 30"
3
Lindsay Goodwin paints
in Île de Ré, France.
4
At the Train Station, Paris,
oil on canvas, 8 x 10"
5
Laying Out the Flatware,
Paris, oil on canvas,
8 x 10"
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The Santa Monica, California, painter
will showcase her new work, much of it
inspired during trips throughout France,
at an exhibition opening May 9 at Jones
& Terwilliger Galleries in Carmel-by-theSea, California. The solo show will focus on
Goodwin’s fascination with interior spaces,
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Glow on Copper, brass pots line the wall
above a counter in an empty kitchen.
“These images are my travels. They exist
out there in the real world, so when I paint,
it’s a way of revisiting the places I’ve been,”
Goodwin says.
In Beneath the Church Bells & Olive Tree,
a courtyard contains the table where her
husband proposed, which provides many
opportunities to reminisce. “I can hear the
guitarist on the patio and the church bells
in the tower. It’s in my head and I’m there
when I’m painting it. But once it’s on the wall
it becomes something different.”
Many of the pieces come from locations
in Île de Ré, France, the island and
hometown of her husband and his family.
Besides inspiration, these locations bring
her peace and comfort.
“For me, beauty is found in looking at
anything around you. How light hits a
mirror frame in the late afternoon or a glass
in the early morning…those little things are
so inspiring. Art these days is meant to be
a jarring statement, a departure from the
aesthetic,” Goodwin says. “And that’s all well
and good, but I can’t live life from one jarring
image to another. Anger and violence…
I can’t do that every day. I feel like some of
that would embed itself in my personality.
So I have really focused on beautiful places
I would rather be. Because that’s more
interesting to me than being angry.”
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including elegant restaurants, cathedral-like
train stations and exquisitely set tables.
One of the show’s highlights is The China
Hutch, with a massive wall of shelves filled
with plates and serving platters, a silent
audience seated in front of a table drenched
in light from an unseen window. In another,

